INTRODUCTION
Ant colonies are more and more used to solve various optimization problems, such as scheduling problems. In practice, it is often necessary to take into account several objectives in the optimization procedure. In this respect, ant colonies algorithms have to be adapted to be able to find a set of good solutions that cover in the best way the various regions of the Pareto front. In the following, we suggest an approach that can be used to address optimization problems with a few objectives. We will focus on visibility and desirability issues to favour diversity of solutions in the Pareto front. Further research direction will also be highlighted.
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MULTI OBJECTIVE ANT COLONY OPTIMIZATION
Several articles related to multi objective ant colony optimization have already been published. Gravel et al., 2002 address a multi objective scheduling problem. They use multiple visibility measures that they combine to determine the global visibily of an ant. The global update of the pheromone is based on the best solution found, at each ant cycle, using a function aggregating the three objectives handled. A sequencing problem is presented by McMullen, 2001 . Two objectives are considered: to minimize setups and stability of material usage rate. Only one visibility measure is used; the pheromone is updated according to the smallest Euclidean distance computed. Doerner et al., 2006describe a multi objective project portfolio selection problem. The update of the pheromone trail is based on the two bests solutions obtained at each run for each objective handled. A Pareto archive is used to store the non dominated solutions. A reliability optimization problem is addressed by Zhao et al. (still in press) . The two visibility measures are reduced to a single one using a ratio. Pinto and Barãn, 2005 solved a multicast routing problem using two different algorithms: a Multiobjective Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm and a Multi objective Min-Max Ant System. A Pareto archive is used to update the pheromone trail. However, methods that would aim at favouring diversity of solutions in the Pareto set are not described. In the approach presented next, emphasis is put on searching for this diversity.
MULTI OBJECTIVE ANT COLONY APPROACH
General framework
Dealing with several objectives in ant colonies that use principles proposed by Dorigo and Gambadella, 1997, necessitates to answer three questions: (1) how to globally update pheromone according to the performance of each solution on each objective, (2) how does a given ant locally selects a path, according to the visibility and the desirability, at a given step of the algorithm (3) how to build the Pareto front. Figure 1 , summarized the main steps of such an algorithm.
Step 1 Initialize the pheromone trail and initialize the Pareto set to an empty set Step 2 For each ant, compute the visibility measures associated with each objective, so as to select the successive nodes according to visibility and pheromone amount, and locally update the pheromone trail until all nodes selected Step 3 Try to improve the obtained solutions using a local search Step 4 Evaluate the obtained solutions according to the different objectives and update the Pareto archive with the non dominated ones and reduce the size of the archive if necessary Step 5 Identify several best solutions according to the different objectives considered Step 6 Globally update the pheromone, according to the best solutions computed at step 5 Iterate from
Step 2 until the maximum of iterations is reached. 
Pheromone and desirability
Each time ants select successive paths to construct a solution, the pheromone trail of each segments (i,j), cant be locally updated according to:
is a persistence factor and is a constant. 0 τ This local update of the pheromone is used to evaporate some quantitiy of pheromone to avoid a premature convergence of the algorithm.
Then, at the end of an iteration, every ant has found a solution s and the pheromone trails have to be globally updated on the basis of the performance achieved on the u objectives f 1 , …f u . To select the set of paths for which pheromone has to be reinforced, we determine, from the set of available solutions, those that have yield the best results on w linear combinations of the objectives:
Figure 2: Search directions for a maximization problem
These functions characterize w search directions, which can be determined through the w vectors: as illustrated in Figure 2 in the case of three objectives. This incites the algorithm to explore systematically distinct areas, so as to favor the diversity of solutions in the Pareto set (Siarry and Collette, 2002) . Let be the solution that yields the best results with . Then the pheromone of each of the n-1 segments (i,j) of the corresponding path is reinforced in a minimization problem as follows: 
is a persistence factor, t the current discrete time and n the number of nodes of a path. Let us note that this approach is adapted if the number u of objective is low.
Visibility
In addition to the pheromone quantity, ants are guided by a proximity measure called visibility. Since several objectives are considered (Liao and Juan, 2006) , several visibility measures can be used, depending on the problem. Visibility values can be stored in a matrix connecting each node i to each node j. For example, in Gravel et al., 2002 , a visibility measure is defined for each objective c (c = 1, …, u) and combined. Then, each ant k (k = 1, …, m) that leaves node i selects the next node j to be visited according to the probability given in (3), where is a randomly generated variable and is a parameter, such that , .
c ij
α and c β are the control parameters and tabu k is a memory list used to avoid reselection of nodes already chosen by each ant k. 
Multi objective Local improvment
According to Hu et al. (2005) , an important weakness of the Ant Colony algorithm is that the search may fall into a local optimum. An improvement function, multi objective in our case is useful to enhance the ACO performance. A possible approach consists in selecting p solutions from those generated by the algorithm and in modifying them with some elementary mofifications (e.g. 2-OPT for a scheduling problem). Then, the best l ones are stored in the Pareto archive. To select the l best solutions, l directions are defined to favor the less populated area of the current Pareto front, so as to improve the diversity of the proposed solutions to the decision maker.
Pareto selection
The set of non-dominated solutions is stored in an archive. During the optimization search, this set, which represents the Pareto front, is updated (Loukil et al., 2005) . At each iteration, the current solutions obtained are compared to those stored in the Pareto archive; the dominated ones are removed and the non dominated ones are added to the set. The size of this set needs to be kept reasonable, which may imply to sometimes remove non dominated solutions. As suggested for multi objective genetic algorithms, to preserve the diversity of the set, solutions belonging to the most populated areas can be removed first.
EXAMPLE
We tested the proposed approach for a single machine multi objective problem related to a printing shop. Each product has a size and a printing label that needs different ink colours, which induce constraints about the tool to be used (mandrel) and on the sequence of jobs. We consider groups of jobs having the same size to be scheduled. We are interested in minimizing a performance function (based on ink changes and total tardiness), a robustness measure (based on a regret in case of machine breakdown), and a flexibility measure that quantifies possible lost of performance if the tool was not available (see for more details Ghezail et al., 2005) . At each iteration of the algorithm, the number of solutions in the Pareto set staid low, so there was no need to eliminate 2/3 solutions in the archive. The resulting Pareto set allows the decision maker to select the most suited schedule, according to the operating conditions of the workshop.
